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Presenting China's Image through the Translation of Comments: A 

case study of the WeChat subscription account of Reference News 

Abstract: Facing the challenges and opportunities brought by the launch of the WeChat subscription 
account in 2012, Reference News (hereafter RN), a Chinese official news agency publishing selected 
translated foreign news, has responded quickly, becoming one of the most successful WeChat 
accounts. Among the various contents produced by RN’s WeChat account, there is a type of news 
report that quotes social media comments posted by foreign netizens on China-related topics. This 
study investigates the translation of those comments. Using a dataset containing news articles 
quoting translated comments published between 1 August 2019 and 31 July 2020, we analysed the 
selection of news topics and comments and investigated the translated comments by drawing on 
appraisal theory (Martin & White, 2005) and framing strategies (Baker, 2006). It was found that RN 
tends to cover more soft news and quotes positive comments towards China. These selected 
comments were then rendered and reframed to play up the pro-China stance in the original and 
presented to the readers with screenshots of their source texts. In a highly marketized, digitalised, 
and competitive social media context, these strategies have facilitated RN’s efforts to represent 
China’s positive global image among foreign netizens to their WeChat account followers. 
Keywords: translated comments, social media, WeChat, Reference News, appraisal, framing 
strategies 

1. Introduction

WeChat, a multi-purpose messaging app with nearly 1.2 billion monthly active users, is one of the 
most popular social media applications in China. Since the launch of its first version in 2011, 
WeChat has gradually expanded into the global market, adding fun features like drift bottle and 
moments (Harwit, 2017). In 2012, the WeChat official account platform was launched, allowing 
thousands of companies, agencies, and organisations to create subscription accounts to provide 
various public content. Among those embracing the trend invoked by WeChat, Reference News 
(hereafter RN) is one of the most successful and influential accounts. The 2018 Annual Report of 
the Top 1000 WeChat Accounts (Gsdata, 2018) put RN at the eighth position, ranking as the sixth 
most read account.  
RN is known for publishing selected translated foreign news for Chinese readers. Many scholars 
have attempted to analyse the translated news produced by RN on its website and newspapers in 
aspects, such as critical discourse analysis, ethnographic studies (Pan, 2014a; Xia, 2019), and 
framing and reframing (Liu, 2017; Wu, 2018). However, little attention has been paid to translational 
practices on RN's social media platforms, such as its WeChat subscription account. News reports on 
RN's WeChat account that show foreigners' opinions on China-related topics often quote comments 
posted by netizens on foreign social media platforms, such as YouTube, Twitter, and Facebook. 
These comments are translated into Chinese and inserted into the news reports, which ‘opens up a 
new scenario in news translation’ (Hernández Guerrero, 2020, p. 380). This study intends to examine 
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such translations by investigating the selection of topics and comments in the news, the 
representations of the selected comments in terms of attitudinal resources (Martin & White, 2005) 
appraising China, and the visual demonstration of these renditions. Finally, it proposes possible 
ways of interpreting the emergence of these specially designed methods. 

2. The Changing Landscape of Chinese Journalism

Since 1978, China's reform and opening-up policy has facilitated the commercialisation of Chinese 
media and the transformation of Chinese journalism. The government has encouraged the media to 
embrace a financially independent and market-driven model (Zhao, 2000). News agencies have 
received fewer state subsidies, becoming more dependent on subscriptions and advertising as their 
revenue sources (Wang & Sparks, 2019; Wang et al., 2018). Nevertheless, all media outlets remain 
subject to government supervision (Sparks et al., 2016). Under these circumstances, traditional 
national media agencies have confronted difficult challenges, needing to publish tailor-made content 
to attract the public and survive in the competitive market, while also having to align with ‘the 
Party’s propaganda guidelines, policies and tactics’ (Li, 1998, p. 315).  
The 21st century has witnessed the emergence and prosperity of the Internet and social media, further 
complicating the picture. According to the 47th China Statistical Report on Internet Development 
(CNNIC, 2021), over 0.74 billion netizens consume news online. Myriad choices other than state-
owned media outlets are available to Chinese netizens for the most up-to-date information (Xin, 
2018). Chinese official media urgently needs to embrace ‘more popular form styles and forms’ (Xin, 
2018, p. 9), not only to gain greater popularity and influence, but also to fulfil their political task as 
a mouthpiece of the government. As Shao and Wang (2017) have observed, the most noticeable 
change in mainstream media is a shift from a mouthpiece model to a user-oriented one, which 
dethrones the status of the ‘main theme’ or formal language and employs a high proportion of ‘words 
and sentences created by ordinary people’ (Huang & Lu, 2017, pp. 781-782). These evolutionary 
change patterns can be observed on social media platforms of Chinese state-owned outlets, such as 
the Xinhua News Agency and CCTV, as indicated by Xin (2018) and Huang and Lu (2017) in their 
research. This study investigates whether similar features of popular journalism can be observed in 
the data collected from RN’s WeChat account, given its state-owned identity and popular status on 
the WeChat public account platform. 

3. Journalistic Translation in an Era of Social Media

The notion of translation has undergone significant changes over the past decades (Valdeón, 2018). 
Translation research is no longer language-centred, rather ‘the theoretical discussion has expanded 
to investigate cultural, systemic, cognitive, ideological, and sociological aspects of translation and 
interpreting’ (Schäffner, 2012, p. 867). In this study, translation in journalism is examined as a 
gatekeeping mechanism constituting two levels of analysis: the first being the selection of what is 
to be covered for the news at the macro level, and the second is the decision of what textual elements 
are to be included, deleted, or mediated in the published news at the micro level (Valdeón, 2020a). 
Moreover, journalistic platforms on social media tend to include more audio-visual materials, 
making news translation even more difficult (Davier & Conway, 2019). Thus, given ‘an increasingly 
multimedia-oriented social media landscape’ (Brandtzaeg et al., 2016, p. 338), it makes sense to 
include visual presentations in analysing news translation. 
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Journalistic translation has attracted much scholarly attention over the last 20 years. Although 
previous studies provide numerous accounts and evidence of mediations and shifts in news 
translation, the influence of flourishing social media platforms on news translation remains 
underexplored. Abudayeh and Dubbati (2020), within the scope of politeness strategies, have 
compared Arabic translations of inappropriate language in Trump's tweets by mainstream Arabic 
news agencies and found that presenting Trump as an offensive political leader has become the norm 
in Arabic society and for Arabic translators. Hernández Guerrero (2020), investigating the quoting 
and translation of tweets in a Spanish digital newspaper, argued that journalists prefer paraphrase to 
literal translation when rendering selected tweets with screenshots inserted, which function as 
credibility markers and complementary visual elements. However, both studies only used a small 
amount of data, and their findings may be only applicable in Arabic and Spanish contexts, meaning 
that further attempts should be made based on larger datasets regarding different social contexts, 
such as the Chinese one. 

4. Reference News as a Translating Institution 

Founded on 7 November 1931, in Ruijin, Jiangxi Province, RN used to be an internal publication 
only available to senior party leaders. RN distinguishes itself from other Chinese newspapers as it 
mainly served as ‘the party's eyes and ears by providing an unfiltered education for party members 
of a particular ranking and above about views and events occurring outside of China’ (Chase, 2018, 
p. 142). It was not until the 1950s that this newspaper gradually became available to a broader 
readership in China. After several decades of reform and development, RN successfully transformed 
itself from a secretive publication to a household newspaper with the largest circulation in China. 
The marketisation and digitalisation of the Chinese media have prompted RN to expand its 
territories into new media with its website, Weibo account platform, and mobile application (Xia & 
Wang, 2015). Nevertheless, as an official newspaper sponsored by the Xinhua News Agency, RN 
still has the responsibility to promote mainstream narratives and ideologies (Xia, 2020).   
Pan (2014b, 2017) analysed translated news discourse by RN and claimed that stance mediations 
are inevitable in a state-owned news agency, such as RN, especially when sensitive news discourse 
is translated. Wu (2018) examined translated news on the China-Japan dispute over Diaoyu Island 
and concluded that stances were often reframed in RN translations in a pro-China direction. Zeng 
(2020) compared the news translation practice between RN and a news agency based in Chinese 
Taiwan regarding the translation of news relating to the US-China trade dispute and found that RN 
tended to strengthen the pro-China stance in its Chinese renditions. However, these studies have 
overlooked an essential aspect of journalistic translation, the translation at macro level, that 
‘functions as filter to allow news writers/translators and companies to consider what should be 
published and what should not’ (Valdeón, 2020b, p. 2). Furthermore, current journalistic RN 
translation research focuses mainly on translated news on its website and in printed newspapers, 
with investigations into the news published on RN's WeChat subscription account rarely seen. New 
media platforms, such as RN’s WeChat official account, deserve more scholarly attention, given 
their unique features and patterns.  
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5. Methodology 

5.1 Data 

All content published by RN between 1 August 2019 and 31 July 2020 on its WeChat subscription 
account were collected, providing a dataset of 10,064 articles. Keyword title searches for ‘!"#
$, "!#$(foreign netizens)’ and ‘%!#$(overseas netizens)’ located 108 articles. Both the 
source and target texts of all comments quoted in the articles were recorded. In this study, most 
attention has been given to comments translated from English to Chinese; therefore, comments in 
other languages were not collected in the comment dataset. Translated comments without clear 
traces of their source texts were not included in the textual analysis phase, given the difficulty of 
finding the corresponding sources. In this way, a dataset of 415 pairs of English comments and their 
translated Chinese counterparts was built, containing 5,278 English and 5,239 Chinese words. 

5.2 Analytical Framework 

Bass (1969) proposed a double-action internal news flow model in which news gathering and news 
processing, ‘two functionally separate units’ (p. 72), make up the news production process (see 
Figure 1). This model is similar to the mechanism of news translation in journalism seen by Valdeón 
(2020a) as a two-level practice consisting of the selection of news to be covered at the macro level 
and the textual elements to be included or deleted in the published news at the micro level. The 
analytical framework below (see Figure 2) was designed for this model.  
 

 
Figure 1. Double-action internal news flow adapted from Bass (Bass, 1969, p. 72)  
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Figure 2. The analytical framework 

 
The macro-level analysis consists of content analyses of news topics and selected comments. The 
investigation of themes covered in the data was based on the reading of news titles and news articles. 
After all the stories were thoroughly analysed, seven main topic categories were identified: 
international, COVID-19, events, politics, China’s development, life in China, and Chinese culture. 
The 108 collected reports were categorised under seven major headings, each with several subtopics. 
Content analysis classified all 415 comments as positive, negative, or neutral. The selected 
comments were diverse, commenting on various topics relevant to China and the Chinese people 
narrated in the news. To facilitate the smooth running of the coding process, standards were set for 
categorising comments as follows: comments with a pro-China stance towards the issue covered or 
speaking highly of the Chinese news actors involved were coded as positive, those with an anti-
China attitude or suspicious of the Chinese achievements were marked as negative, and those 
without any prominent attitude were marked as neutral. The micro-level analysis investigated 
evaluative deviations and visual presentations of the translated comments, focusing on whether 
attitudinal variations could be detected and how the translations were visually presented to the target 
readers.  
In examining attitudinal deviations, the appraisal theory (Martin & White, 2005) and framing 
strategies (Baker, 2006) were used to facilitate the analysis. Based on the systemic functional 
linguistics (SFL), the appraisal theory uses three sectors of evaluative resources, attitude, graduation, 
and engagement, to interpret interpersonal meaning (Martin & White, 2005). Attitude is relevant to 
the expression of feelings, graduation deals with the scaling of feelings, and engagement is 
concerned with ‘sourcing attitudes and the play of voices around opinions in discourse’ (Martin & 
White, 2005, p. 35). This well-structured appraisal system ‘makes possible nuanced explanations of 
the particular evaluative workings of individual texts and, similarly, nuanced accounts of how texts 
are similar or different according to their particular evaluative arrangements’ (White, 2015, p. 6). 
This study focused on analysing attitudinal resources evaluating China. Attitude consists of affect, 
judgement, and appreciation, referring to emotional reactions, evaluation of behaviours, and 
appraisal of objects, respectively (White, 2015). Resources conveying emotions are categorised 
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under affect. Judgement attends to how behaviours are gauged regarding ‘various normative 
principles’ (Martin & White, 2005, p. 35), while appreciation considers how objects are valued or 
assessed. These three semantic regions of attitude offer systematic indicators to locate ‘specific 
lexical and grammatical choices’ (Munday, 2018, p. 181) employed in constructing China’s image 
in the English comments and their Chinese counterparts collected in our data. 
Aided by the appraisal theory, all attitudinal resources evaluating China in both the source and target 
texts could be traced. However, there is a need for a dichotomy in recognising and categorising 
attitudinal deviations, for which the narrative approach introduced by Baker (2006, 2007) is useful. 
From the perspective of narrative theory, Baker (2014) argues that instead of faithfully representing 
a story in another language, translation actually (re)narrates and constructs it in a new context. In 
other words, translation participates in shaping social reality. Baker (2006) also proposed several 
framing strategies that translators and interpreters can exploit when ‘accentuating, undermining or 
modifying aspects of the narrative(s) encoded in the source text or utterance’ (p. 105), namely, frame 
ambiguity, temporal and spatial framing, selective appropriation, framing by labelling, and 
repositioning of participants. Frame ambiguity refers to presenting a reformulated version of the 
same event to legitimise another narrative. Temporal and spatial framing concerns the shift from the 
original temporal and spatial context to one that better foregrounds the narrative. Selective 
appropriation is the addition or omission of textual materials to reframe a narrative into the expected 
version. Framing by labelling focuses on employing ‘a lexical item, term or phrase to identify a 
person, place, group, event or any other key elements in a narrative’ (p. 122). Repositioning of 
participants attends to the participants' emplacement and their relationship with the narrative in 
which they are situated. These devices serve as useful toolkits for researchers to identify subtle 
choices by translators and interpreters that significantly influence people’s perception of objects or 
events. Since shifts at the textual level remain the foci of this analysis, frame ambiguity, selective 
appropriation, and framing by labelling are most relevant to this study. Combined with appraisal 
theory, these framing strategies enable us to recognise the strategies adopted by RN in reframing 
the collected comments.  
In this study, the visual presentations of translated comments were also examined, as most translated 
comments were accompanied by a screenshot of their original English comments in the data. This 
phenomenon is also worth investigating given the visibility of translation it incurs and the 
multimodal features of new media, as mentioned in Section 3. 
The first step in finding evaluative deviations was to analyse both the source text and target text 
regarding attitudinal resources assessing China, thus obtaining the frequency of affect, judgement, 
and appreciation resources. These attitudinal realisations were compared between the English 
comments and their English renditions in a detailed manner to locate any evaluative deviations that 
could be further categorised under selective appropriation (addition/omission), framing by labelling 
(specification/generalisation), and frame ambiguity. Furthermore, the stance shift for each deviation 
was coded and marked. The examination of the translated comments' visual presentations was 
relatively simple, looking at whether a translation was provided alone or accompanied with 
screenshots of their sources. As a result of the above analytical procedure, quantitative and 
qualitative results were generated and exported for further interpretation. 

6. Translating Comments for Reference News 

This section contributes to interpreting the data engendered from the above analysis. The first part 
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regarding macro-level translation looks at the news topic and comment selection. The micro-level 
translation is concerned with the distribution and deviation of attitudinal resources evaluating China 
and the visual presentations of the translated comments. Furthermore, examples with literal 
translations (hereafter LT) are also included for clarification.  

6.1 News Gathering: Selecting Topics and Comments 

6.1.1 Topic Selection 

The topics covered in the 108 news reports were diverse, ranging from Chinese culture, China’s 
development, and life in China to COVID-19 and politics, as shown in Figure 3. The three most 
prominent topics were China’s development, life in China, and Chinese culture. Under the general 
heading of China’s development, more specific subtopics were further identified, including Chinese 
science and technology (22), China’s infrastructure (6), gender equality in China (2), and the 
discovery of natural energy resources in China (1). Subtopics regarding Chinese people’s stories 
(34), Chinese cities (1), and the double 11 shopping festival (1) account for the coverage of life in 
China. In the news reports examined, topics of hard news① (e.g. politics and the current COVID-
19 pandemic) were less frequent; instead, soft elements were often highlighted, especially news of 
ordinary Chinese people, China’s scientific and technological developments, and Chinese culture. 
Examples 1, 2, and 3 are typical headlines of the reports covering Chinese people’s stories, China’s 
science and technology, and Chinese culture, respectively.  
 

 
Figure 3. Topics covered in the RN news reports 

 
Example 1  
&"'()*+,-. !"#$/0123“456”  
LT: Chinese taxi drivers chasing cars barefoot to save people: Foreign netizens unanimously praise 
him as ‘a true hero’ 
 
Example 2  
789:“;<=” %!#$3&">?'@ABCDEF 
LT: Seeing these ‘black technology’, overseas netizens: China's Spring Festival transportation this 
year is so cool! 
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Example 3  
&"GH“IJ”K"L%!#$MNOP3QRSSTF 
LT: Chinese Mahjong ‘invades’ the United States? Overseas netizens seek help online: who can 
teach me! 
 
As van Doorslaer (2010, p. 185) has noted, both selection and de-selection are crucial in ‘setting 
images, or creating circumstances that encourage the development of images’. It is significant that 
the time range for data collection from 1 August 2019 to 31 July 2020 saw many events in China, 
such as the ongoing US-China trade dispute, the 70th founding anniversary of PRC, and the COVID-
19 pandemic, all of which made the headlines of the daily news. However, these topics are not 
frequently observed in the dataset. Only three entries concerning China-US relations, including one 
about the trade spat, were pinpointed under the heading of politics. Three reports on the 70th 
anniversary of the PRC came under the general topic of events, and three stories about COVID-19 
were found. Compared with soft news topics regarding culture, people, and scientific development 
in China, hard news was rarely seen in news reports quoting foreign netizens’ comments as sources. 

6.1.2 Comment Selection 

Figure 4 presents an overview of the selected comments' stance. Nearly all the comments chosen 
for translation took a positive stance towards China or China-related topics, accounting for 96 % of 
the data. While the selected comments have prompted news consumers to listen to how overseas 
netizens portray China on foreign social media, the scope remains somewhat limited given the 
selection and filtering process at a macro level, which could lead to ‘certain gaps or distortions’ 
(Conway & Vaskivska, 2010, p. 251). 
 

 
Figure 4. Stance of the selected comments 

6.2 News Processing: Presentations of the Selected Comments 

6.2.1 Attitudinal Deviations 

Table 1 demonstrates the distribution of attitudinal resources that evaluate China in the collected 
English comments and their Chinese renditions. In rendering less sensitive discourse, such as 
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comments from social media, attitudinal deviations can still be discerned. However, rather than 
reframing narratives into severely mediated ones, the 57 deviations found further enhance the pro-
China stance initially stated in the source texts, as shown in Figure 5. In the following section, 
examples are given elaborating how each framing strategy works in translating foreign netizens’ 
positive comments into even more affirmative statements about China. 
 

 Source Text 

 

Target Text 
Attitudinal resources Negative Positive Negative Positive 

Affect 0 32 0 26 
Judgment 2 75 1 74 

Appreciation 3 61 1 63 
 

Table 1. Distribution of attitudinal resources in ST and TT 
 

 
Figure 5. Attitudinal deviations 

 
Frame Ambiguity: Promoting a Finer Pro-China Narrative 
The investigation identified 13 deviations of frame ambiguity. The principal function of frame 
ambiguity is to recreate a narrative that favours the self (Baker, 2006). In this case, the self is China 
and Chinese people. Thus, all instances of frame ambiguity contributed to a more satisfactory 
Chinese narrative, telling Chinese readers that foreigners respect and positively praise China, as 
shown in examples 4 and 5. In example 4, the original positive stance of this judgement source was 
further strengthened by reframing ‘work hard’ into ‘exert themselves’. In example 5, the original 
comments adopted ‘undeniably formidable’ to depict China, an appreciation device inscribed with 
nuanced negative implications; thus the Chinese rendition resorted to a positive phrase of ‘has 
shown strong powers’. 
 
Example 4 
ST: Chinese people work hard, that is why China has accomplished so many things in the last 30 
years. 
TT: &".UVWXY9Z[\]^&"M_` 30?abc9^deZf 
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LT: Chinese always exert themselves, which is why China has achieved so much in the past 30 
years. 
 
Example 5 
ST: with self-developed new technologies, new equipment, new materials, China is undeniably 
formidable in every aspect of human development, yet friendly to the world. the very best! 
TT: ghijkl'm=nompqomrsY&"M.tlu'vwxyuz{|1'}
~Y��9�"����$�Y4[C�Ef 
LT: With new technologies, new equipment and new materials independently developed, China has 
shown strong powers in all aspects of human development. Moreover, it is wonderful that this 
country is friendly to the world. 
 
Framing by Labelling: Relabelling China as a Rising and United Country 
Framing by labelling is concerned with switching lexical items to identify certain places, characters, 
or objects (Baker, 2006). According to Qin and Zhang (2018), this strategy can be further 
categorised into two types: specification and generalisation. In the analysis, both categories were 
identified in relabelling China, Chinese people, the Chinese government, and other China-related 
elements in eight instances of specification and five of generalisation. The act of relabelling depicted 
an image of a rising and united China. 
Concerning specification, China-related elements in the ST were further elaborated and clarified in 
a strengthened pro-China stance, as shown in examples 6 and 7. In example 6, the label of 
‘infrastructure superpower’ was reproduced as ‘infrastructure maniac superpower’, underlying an 
even stronger pro-China stance in emphasising China’s advanced infrastructure construction ability. 
In example 7, ‘China’ in the original statement was specified as ‘China’s development’, subtly 
weakening China's aggressive image and facilitating the frame of China’s incessant progress.  
 
Example 6 
ST: China is an infrastructure superpower. 
TT: &"4[“����”��1"f 
LT: China is really an "infrastructure maniac" superpower. 
 
Example 7 
ST: China is unstoppable.  
TT: &"'lu����f 
LT: China’s development is unstoppable.  
 
In terms of generalisation, the data were concerned with transferring Chinese people, the Chinese 
government, or Chinese cities into ‘China’, underlining a sense of solidarity. Examples 8 and 9 
reframed either ‘Chinese government’ or ‘Chinese people’ into ‘China’, praising China as a whole, 
which strengthened the positive stance towards China and emphasised the collective and inseparable 
nature of the Chinese nation. 
 
Example 8 
ST: Only China gov is efficient enough to get big projects rolling 
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TT: ��&"�R�����1��'��f 
LT: Only China can effectively promote big projects. 
 
Example 9 
ST: About a month ago Geshida Selena cruise ship docked in Tianjin, China. Chinese spent only 18 
hours evacuating all the passengers with medical support and everything. 
TT: 1�����Y" ¡¢£¤¥"¦§¨&"©ªf&"««¬E 18 �®ZH¯�°
±²³´µ¶E·¸¹º»�¼ 
LT: About a month ago, the "Geshida Selena" docked in Tianjin, China. It took only 18 hours for 
China to evacuate all passengers and provide medical support and everything. 
 
Selective Appropriation: Filtering and Retouching China’s Global Image 
Selective appropriation refers to the addition or omission of textual materials. Our analysis shows 
that framing strategy is used most frequently. Mostly, selective appropriation delineated China’s 
exceptional global image by adding or omitting certain evaluative elements, but occasionally also 
reduced the number of praises to maintain modesty and objectivity.  
In terms of addition, among the 18 instances of deviations, inserting appreciation (5) and judgement 
sources (7) were frequently noted, followed by the addition of graduation resources (6) to further 
strengthen the pro-China stance. In example 10, three appreciation devices appraising China were 
added to the Chinese rendition, delineating China’s friendly and kind image. Example 11 is a typical 
instance of inserting judgement sources in the translated text to highlight China’s efforts and 
strengthen the pro-China stance. Inserting graduation elements was also an identified strategy, 
shown in example 12, with ‘so many’ increasing the force of ‘great talents’, thus presenting a 
stronger pro-China stance.  
 
Example 10 
ST: This is real China opposite to the west portraying profiling the Chinese 
TT: 9�[4½'&"Y»¾o¿Ào$ÁYÂ�:ÃwÄÅÆÇ'È�Éf 
LT: This is the real China, peaceful, civilized and friendly. It's different from what some western 
media has described. 
 
Example 11 
ST: China has been trying to help the developing countries environmental wise 
TT: &"�ÊMËÌÍÎwxÏ~ÐPÑÒ"�f 
LT: China has been working very hard to help other countries in environmental protection. 
 
Example 12 
ST: How come China has great talents? 
TT: \]^&"�9^dÓÔ'.�? 
LT: Why are there so many excellent talents in China? 
 
Omission (13) occurred both in playing up and down the pro-China stance, with the former deleting 
negative attitudinal resources about China (3) and the latter positive ones (10) in being more modest 
or objective. In example 13, ‘a developing nation’, a less favourable lexical device of appreciation 
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related to China, was omitted in the translation emphasising China’s tremendous achievements in 
science and technology. In example 14, instead of referring to China’s behaviour as the best, the 
Chinese rendition switched to ‘one thing’, a neural phrase to lightly weaken the pro-China stance. 
Omission was also used to reproduce statements with fewer affect resources. As shown in example 
15, the deletion of ‘I love’, a typical realisation of positive affect, led to a more objective but positive 
comment on China’s push for technological development. 
 
Example 13 
ST: with lesser noise, more efficient, another great innovative product. China is forever a developing 
nation, for the betterment of the whole population. 
TT: Õ��EÈÖ'×m, ØÙ'ÚÛYØÜÝ�ÞRY&"ß[Màá.tf 
LT: Another great innovation, lower noise, more efficient energy saving, China is always benefiting 
mankind. 
 
Example 14 
ST: China keeps doing what's best: build for the future generations 
TT: &"ßMâºã�ä∶åZ[\æçèéêàëìf 
LT: China has kept doing one thing: to build a future for future generations. 
 
Example 15 
ST: I love how China is always pushing new technology and tools to make life easier! 
TT: &"�ÊM��m=n»UíYîïðØñòf 
LT: China has been promoting new technologies and tools to make life easier. 
 
It can be posited that under each framing strategy, the direction of evaluative deviations tended to 
move from an already pro-China stance to a more positive and strengthened stance. These deviations 
worked together to arouse nationalism and patriotism among Chinese readers by promoting a refined 
pro-China narrative, relabelling China as a rising and united country, and retouching China’s image 
by adding and omitting specific evaluative resources. 

6.2.2 Visual Presentations 

This section examines how translated comments were presented to Chinese readers in the final 
published news reports. As shown in Figure 6, screenshots of the original texts are often provided 
in news reports, with only two exceptions in the 108 news reports sampled. According to Bielsa and 
Bassnett (2008, p. 73), the invisibility of translation in the news is partly due to ‘the fact that 
translation has been successfully integrated within journalism’. By demonstrating the sources to the 
readers, translation is brought to the fore and given higher visibility. Furthermore, the news appears 
to be more trustworthy with ST screenshots as credibility indicators. In this way, RN convinces the 
target readers that they offer credible information and acknowledge the translation practice. 
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Figure 6. The quoted comments from a RN’s WeChat article 
(Retrieved from RN’s WeChat subscription account  

WeChat ID: ckxxwx 
https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/vjst5h6caAMd9QorCpjBbw) 

 

7. Discussion  

A general analysis of both macro and micro levels of translation regarding the Chinese rendition of 
English comments by RN’s WeChat account reveals several riveting strategies RN uses in the 
competitive WeChat account ‘battlefield’. In news gathering, RN tends to choose the coverage of 
soft news themes and positive comments about China in news reports quoting foreign netizens’ 
comments. Attitudinal deviations discerned mainly strengthened the pro-China stance in the selected 
comments. The co-existence of translated comments and their source texts' screenshots also implies 
higher visibility and credibility of the translations. The pooled effects of these acts provide 
representations of China’s positive global image. This section discusses some possible factors that 
may have motivated these strategies.  

7.1 New Platform, Novel Strategies 

In a new social media context, RN has developed a series of strategies to survive and succeed in the 
‘battlefield’ of the WeChat official account platform. The articles investigated in this study belong 
to a unique category of news reports on RN’s WeChat account, combining social media references, 
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such as foreign netizens’ comments with China-related soft or hard news to portray China’s image 
to the target Chinese readers. We tried to find similar news on the RN’s official website during the 
same time frame of 1 August 2019 to 31 July 2020. However, only two entries whose titles contain 
‘foreign or overseas netizens’ were available on the RN’s website. Obviously, these special news 
reports published on RN’s WeChat account are prepared exclusively for its followers.  
Moving news from newspapers and websites to social media is to not merely duplicate the same 
content to a new platform; rather, ‘the properties, characteristics, and routines of the various 
platforms or their media logic must also be taken into account’ (Welbers & Opgenhaffen, 2019, p. 
89). As Tu (2016, p. 346) has noted, Chinese official institutions and media agencies, such as 
People’s Daily, strive for greater impact and a louder voice on the Internet by posting content with 
‘an unofficial tone in a way that is intimate and vivid to netizens’. RN has resorted to similar popular 
journalism techniques, such as publishing creative news reports incorporating information and 
social media comments and selecting less mainstream and formal news, as found in this study. 
Furthermore, a generic term of ‘foreign netizens’ in each report's headline brings the existence of 
social media references to the fore, as can be seen in examples 1, 2, and 3. In a study on quoting 
from social media in journalism in the Czech Republic, Hladík and Štětka (2017) found that social 
media references are more frequently used in soft rather than hard news, a finding which coincides 
with our own. Using creative and soft journalistic content, RN’s WeChat account has earned itself 
a well-liked position. 

7.2 The Responsibility of an Official News Agency 

As an official media institution, RN shoulders the responsibility of presenting China's positive 
image and promoting mainstream narratives and ideologies through translated news (Xia, 2020, p. 
190). Previous studies on RN’s news translation practices have indicated that their Chinese 
renditions of foreign news tend to strengthen the pro-China stance and frame China positively, given 
its identity as an official mouthpiece (Pan, 2015; Wu, 2018; Zeng, 2020). This pattern was also noted 
in the selection and translation of the comments in this study. In the Chinese context, news agencies 
are pivotal in promoting nationalism by shaping the nation's image through certain narratives (Zeng 
& Sparks, 2020). With the coverage of positive China-related stories and foreign netizens’ 
comments, RN actively participates in embedding the global image of a rising China in the news 
content, thus strengthening national pride among Chinese readers. This kind of top-down state-led 
nationalism, on the one hand, ‘can be a source of popular support for the regime as people take pride 
in the country’s achievements’ (Woods & Dickson, 2017, p. 170); on the other hand, it may cultivate 
a negative or superior attitude towards other countries (Woods & Dickson, 2017). While how RN 
has attempted to strike a balance between these two forms of nationalism is beyond the scope of this 
research, as a state-owned agency RN has successfully fulfilled the task of aligning with the 
government and promoting patriotism and nationalism by covering positive content and 
strengthening the pro-China stance in the Chinese renditions of the selected comments.  

7.3 Young and Highly Educated Readers 

Target readers have been empowered to influence the editorial agenda of the press on new media 
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platforms by expressing their preferences and thoughts using interactive functions, such as the like 
and share button (Morlandstø & Mathisen, 2017). Therefore, the audience's needs and preferences 
must be considered if an outlet wants to succeed in the battlefield of social media. RN’s WeChat 
subscription account faces the same challenge. According to an article published on RN’s WeChat, 
(Cankaoxiaoxi, 2019, October 20), the account is followed by many young readers from teenagers 
to young adults, distributed across the wealthiest Chinese provinces and cities, including 
Guangdong, Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Shandong, Beijing, and Henan provinces. To become more 
influential and popular among these younger readers, RN has resorted to various methods. In a 
lecture organised by Shantou University (Jiang & Liang, 2020), Zhao Xinbing, the deputy chief 
editor of RN, mentions that RN has set up a custom-made team for new media platforms and uses 
eye-catching titles and multimodal materials to cater to younger readers. In addition, as target 
readers have become highly educated and capable of accessing the original texts of translations, 
they may detect the transformations imposed by news agencies (Pan & Liao, 2020). To address this 
problem, RN inserts screenshots of the original comments selected for rendition to increase 
credibility, as noted in our analysis. To ingratiate itself with young and highly educated readers on 
social media, RN publishes diverse and interesting content, such as the news reports examined in 
this study, and adds credibility markers, such as screenshots of selected comments. 

8. Conclusion 

This study investigated translated comments in news reports containing foreign social media 
references published on RN’s WeChat account by analysing macro and micro levels of translation 
practice. To tackle the challenges and seize the chances of a marketized and digitalised media 
environment, RN has made strategic moves to find a position in the competitive WeChat account 
‘battlefield’. It publishes innovative journalistic content covering foreign social media references 
and China-related soft news and provides screenshots for credibility and translation markers to 
attract more and younger followers. Simultaneously, RN has successfully fulfilled its political task 
as a state-owned agency to promote mainstream ideologies by selecting positive comments from 
overseas netizens and mediating these comments towards an even more pro-China stance. Aided by 
these creative strategies, RN strikes a balance between ‘market logic’ and ‘political logic’ (Li, 1998, 
p. 315). This type of ‘popular journalism with Chinese characteristics’ (Li, 1998, p. 307) has 
facilitated RN’s success on the WeChat public account platform. 
 

Notes: 

1. No academic consensus has been reached in defining soft and hard news (Reinemann et al., 
2012). In this study, the definitions proposed by Patterson (2000) were adopted to interpret the 
findings from the content analysis of the news coverage. Hard news refers to major breaking 
events concerned with ‘top leaders, major issues, or significant disruptions in the routines of 
daily life’ (p. 3) that should be reported in an urgent manner, such as the current COVID-19 
pandemic. Soft news is ‘typically more sensational, more personality-centred, less timebound, 
more practical, and more incident-based than other news’ (p. 4), such as news stories about 
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ordinary Chinese people or Chinese culture in the research. 
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